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In 2008, she made her debut in Kannada films by portraying the titular role in Bullett Rajkumar's Deva, that was a remake of
Priyadarshan's 1997 Tamil hit Navaratri. The film was recorded as a flop at the box office. She later starred in the 2009 romantic comedy
Love Is Sacrifice. She played a comedian and a singer in the 2003 Kannada film Vamshi Potana which was a critical hit but failed to make
the box office. She was also seen in the Tamil film Shrimanthuda, where she played a Tamil speaking girl, but didn't get much appreciation

for her performance. She has also worked as a model, and has appeared in many commercial advertisements and print ads. In 2011, she
moved to Telugu. She made her Telugu cinema debut with Vennello, a romantic comedy co-starring Siddharth and debutante Aadhi

Pinisetty. The film became a surprise hit and was adjudged the hit of the year at the South Indian International Movie Awards. She was
awarded the Nandi Award for Best Supporting Actress for her performance. She next appeared in the romantic comedy Starlet opposite

Satyam; however, the film failed to perform well at the box office and went unnoticed upon release. She then starred in the psychological
thriller film, Ondine which opened to poor reviews. She played the role of a scientist in the film Nettai. It opened to average reviews and
became a moderate success at the box office. She played the lead role alongside Isha Talwar in the romantic comedy film, Athadu, which
was a success at the box office. In 2015, she made her debut in Bollywood by playing the lead role in the romantic comedy Happy Ending

opposite Paresh Rawal. The film was a major critical and commercial success and as a result, earned her the Filmfare Award for Best
Actress and was commercially declared a blockbuster. She completed her first full-fledged romantic comedy with comedy film Housefull
4. In 2017, she received critical acclaim for her critically acclaimed performance in the gay-themed romantic comedy Movie 'Mate, where

she portrayed the role of a young girl. In 2019, she played the role of a cross-dressing guy in Sanjay Leela Bhansali's historical drama
movie Padmaavat. Biography Jayasudha was born on 29 November 1981 in Mumbai, Maharashtra, India as the youngest of three children
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